Entering a state of anxious anticipation triggers widespread changes across large-scale networks in the brain. The temporal aspects of this transition into an anxious state are poorly understood. To address this question, an instructed threat of shock paradigm was used while recording functional MRI in humans to measure how activation and functional connectivity change over time across the salience, executive, and task-negative networks and how they interact with key regions implicated in emotional processing; the amygdala and bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST). Transitions into threat blocks were associated with transient responses in regions of the salience network and sustained responses in a putative BNST site, among others. Multivariate network measures of communication were computed, revealing changes to network organization during transient and sustained periods of threat, too. For example, the salience network exhibited a transient increase in network efficiency followed by a period of sustained decreased efficiency. The amygdala became more central to network function (as assessed via betweenness centrality) during threat across all participants, and the extent to which the BNST became more central during threat depended on self-reported anxiety. Together, our study unraveled a progression of responses and network-level changes due to sustained threat. In particular, our results reveal how network organization unfolds with time during periods of anxious anticipation.
Introduction
Anxious states induced by acute, unpredictable stressors have widespread effects on brain function due to changes in the organization of large-scale brain networks (Scott et al., 2006; Kienast et al., 2008; Henckens et al., 2010; Hermans et al., 2011; Thomason et al., 2011) . At least three networks are altered by processing threat (Pessoa, 2013) : a salience network that includes the anterior insula and thalamus, and responds to motivationally salient stimuli (Seeley et al., 2007; Menon and Uddin, 2010) ; a tasknegative (also called "default mode") network that includes the medial PFC and posterior cingulate cortex, and is engaged when attention is directed internally and during some forms of emotional processing (Gusnard et al., 2001; Greicius et al., 2003 Greicius et al., , 2009 ; and an executive control network that includes frontopartietal regions, and is engaged when cognitively demanding tasks require attention to the external world (Seeley et al., 2007; Vanhaudenhuyse et al., 2011) .
Trial-by-trial manipulations of "anxious states", such as the anticipation of shock, alter interactions within and between networks (Kinnison et al., 2012) . However, the pattern of functional connectivity during threat anticipation may exhibit both transient and sustained components (Cribben et al., 2012; Hermans et al., 2014) , which have not to date been described. Previous studies of threat used short anticipation periods that limit the ability to study sustained processes (Kinnison et al., 2012; Grupe et al., 2013) , or used dynamic stimuli (Alvarez et al., 2011; Hermans et al., 2011 ) that make it difficult to determine whether effects are truly sustained or if they rely on repeatedly evoked transient responses. The present study aimed to unravel transient and sustained responses and functional connectivity in largescale networks using an instructed threat of shock paradigm. Critically, we tested whether network-level properties change during prolonged anxious states, in contrast to static descriptions of network organization (Hermans et al., 2011; Kinnison et al., 2012) .
Nonhuman research indicates that the amygdala plays a role in transient "fear" responses but the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST) is implicated in sustained "anxious" processing (Shi and Davis, 1999; Walker et al., 2003) . Accordingly, human neuroimaging studies found transient amygdala responses following cues for imminent threat and sustained responses during prolonged threat in locations consistent with the BNST (Mobbs et al., 2010; Somerville et al., 2010; Alvarez et al., 2011) . Critically, how the amygdala and BNST interact with other brain networks during the processing of extended threat is poorly understood. Thus, an important goal of this study was to determine how both structures alter "communication" (i.e., functional connectivity) between brain networks during threat processing.
In summary, the present study used functional MRI to explore temporal characteristics of transitioning into anxious states induced by the threat of shock. Univariate whole-brain activation and network analyses were used to interrogate transient and sustained effects during extended threat processing.
Materials and Methods

Participants
Twenty-four right-handed participants (9 male, age 19 -34 years) with normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no reported neurological or psychiatric disease were recruited from the University of Maryland community. The project was approved by the University of Maryland College Park Institutional Review Board and all participants provided written informed consent before participation.
Procedure and stimuli
An instructed threat of shock paradigm was used during functional MRI to create sustained anxious states. Participants completed the trait portion of the Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI; Spielberger et al., 1970) ϳ1 week before scanning, and then completed the state portion of the STAI immediately before scanning. Experimenters informed participants that a colored (e.g., yellow) circle on the screen indicated that they were in a "threat" block and mild electric shocks would be delivered randomly to their left hand, whereas a circle of another color (e.g., blue) indicated that they were in a "safe" block and no shocks would be delivered (Fig. 1) . The colors were counterbalanced across participants. Each block had the average duration of 60 s (range 42.5-77.5 s). The whole experiment contained four runs resulting in a total of 16 threat and 16 safe blocks. Each threat block contained zero to four electric shocks, with five of 16 threat blocks containing zero shocks.
Visual stimuli were presented using Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems) and viewed on a projection screen using a mirror mounted to the head coil. The MP-150 system (BIOPAC Systems) recorded skin conductance levels (SCL) via MRI-compatible electrodes affixed to the index and middle fingers of the left hand and operating at a sampling rate of 250 Hz with hardware high-pass filter at 0.05 Hz. An electric stimulator (Coulbourn Instruments) delivered 500 ms stimulation to the fourth and fifth fingers of the left hand via MRI-compatible electrodes. To calibrate the intensity of the shock, each participant was asked to choose his/her own stimulation level immediately before functional imaging, such that the stimulus would be "highly unpleasant but not painful". After each run, participants were asked about the unpleasantness of the stimulus and were asked to, if needed, recalibrate it so that the shock would still be highly unpleasant but not painful.
MRI data acquisition
MRI data collection used a 3 tesla Siemens TRIO scanner (Siemens Medical Systems) with a 32-channel head coil. Each session began with the acquisition of a high-resolution MPRAGE anatomical scan (0.45 ϫ 0.45 ϫ 0.9 mm voxels). Each of the subsequent functional runs collected 201 volumes of EPI data with TR ϭ 2.5 s, TE ϭ 25 ms, and FOV ϭ 192 mm. Each volume contained 44 oblique slices oriented 30°clockwise relative to the AC-PC axis (to decrease susceptibility artifacts in regions such as the amygdala and orbitofrontal cortex) with thickness 3 mm and voxels measuring 3 ϫ 3 mm in plane.
Data analysis
SCL. The SCL data for each participant were preprocessed using MATLAB (MathWorks) and included the following steps: temporal smoothing to reduce scanner-induced noise with a median filter (50 samples within a 200 ms window), resampling to 1 Hz, and normalizing signal magnitude across participants (setting the mean to 50 and SD to 10). Transformed SCL signals were analyzed using a linear model in the AFNI software package (http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/) to estimate the response to the two block types. Events of physical shock were modeled as additional regressors of no interest. The SCL response to each stimuli type ( physical shock, onset of safe block, onset of threat block) was estimated using cubic spline basis functions for deconvolution in a man- ner analogous to processing of functional MRI data (Bach et al., 2009; . The response to physical shock was modeled for 20 s following stimulus delivery, and the responses to block onsets were modeled for 40 s following stimulus onset. Responses locked to block onset were modeled for 40 s because that was the minimum duration of any threat or safe block, thus ensuring that estimated responses did not include the beginning of a subsequent block. The SCL response was indexed as the mean response across the 40 s period, and a paired t test was used to test differences between threat and safe across participants.
Functional MRI preprocessing. Preprocessing of the functional and anatomical MRI data used the AFNI (Cox, 1996; http://afni.nimh.nih.gov/) and SPM software packages (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). The first three volumes of each functional run were discarded to account for equilibration effects. Slice-timing correction used Fourier interpolation to align the onset times of every slice in a volume to the first acquisition slice. A six-parameter rigid body transformation corrected head motion within and between runs by spatially registering each volume to the first volume. None of the participants exhibited excessive head motion (Ͼ3 mm total movement). The SPM package was used to skull strip the high-resolution anatomical images and segment the brain to create gray-and white-matter masks for each participant. Probability maps were extracted for gray matter, white matter, and CSF. Binarized white matter and CSF masks were created by thresholding the images at a probability Ͼ0.90. To reduce the likelihood that these masks contained voxels from adjacent gray-matter regions, they were "eroded" using AF-NI's 3dmask_tool to remove voxels that had edges or faces that connected with voxels outside of the mask. A 12-parameter affine transformation registered each participant's anatomical scan with the TT_N27 template (AFNI package) for normalization to Talairach space (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) . The same transformation was applied to the functional data. A 6 mm full-width half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian filter was used to spatially smooth all volumes, and the average intensity at each voxel (for each run) was scaled to 100.
Analysis of functional MRI signals. The activation at every voxel was analyzed for each participant using a multiple regression model in AFNI. The response to safe-block onset, threat-block onset, and physical shock delivery were modeled using cubic spline basis functions that made no assumptions about the shape of the hemodynamic response. Responses to safe-and threat-block onsets were modeled for the first 40 s of the block because that was the minimum duration of any threat or safe block. Response to physical shock delivery was modeled for 20 s. Constant, linear, and quadratic terms were included as covariates of no interest for each run to accommodate slow-varying drifts in the MR signal. Additional covariates of no interest comprised the average signal from white matter voxels, the average signal from ventricle voxels, and six rigid-body head motion parameters. The white matter and ventricle signals were defined using the eroded maps of white matter and CSF regions from each participant's higher-resolution anatomical scan.
We used a data-driven approach to characterize how transient and sustained responses unfolded over time (Fig. 2) . The functional time course was estimated at every gray matter voxel for 40 s following block onset. Subsequently, factor analysis was used to describe the responses at each voxel as a combination of temporal factors. Factor analysis guidelines were adapted from the event-related potential (Kayser and Tenke, 2003) and EEG literature (Shackman et al., 2010) . Initially, for every voxel, an average response was determined, which pooled across trials, conditions, and participants. This allowed us to compute a "temporal correlation matrix"; specifically, a number-of-time points ϫ number-oftime points matrix, where each entry was the correlation of the responses for a specific pair of time points. The correlation matrix described the similarity (across voxels) of the evoked responses for each pair of time points. Principal components were extracted from the correlation matrix and a scree test (Cattell, 1966) was used to determine the number of components to be retained. Note that the number of components retained (i.e., three) agrees with that of Kaiser criterion (e.g., a component is retained only if it explains at least 1/number-of-time points ϭ 1/17 ϭ 5.89% of the total variance by itself). Varimax rotation was applied to the retained components. The varimax rotation maximizes the variance of loadings within each factor (i.e., across time points) while preserving orthogonality (Kaiser, 1958; Abdi, 2003) . This rotation method encourages each factor to load heavily on a small number of time points and have loadings near zero elsewhere to facilitate the factor's interpretation. Note that the rotated factors remain orthogonal (i.e., uncorrelated with one another) but a time point may contribute to multiple factors, so the factor analysis can identify temporally overlapping processes.
Univariate random effects analyses were performed voxelwise during each temporal factor. Correction for multiple comparisons was performed by estimating the FWHM smoothness of spatial noise using AFNI's 3dFWHMx program (9.07 ϫ 8.89 ϫ 8.33 mm) and then using AFNI's 3dClustSim program to perform Monte Carlo simulations and determine the cluster extent threshold necessary to achieve a whole-brain corrected ␣ Յ 0.05. Based on these simulations, all statistical maps were thresholded at p Ͻ 0.005 (uncorrected) with a cluster extent Ն46 voxels. 
ROIs for the BNST and amygdala. Given a priori interest in the role of the BNST and amygdala during anxious anticipation, we measured their responses using anatomically defined regions of interest (ROIs). The ROIs for BNST were defined using the atlas of Mai et al. (1997) with Talairach x-coordinates restricted to the values between 3 and 8 mm (Ϫ3 and Ϫ8 mm for the opposite hemisphere), y-coordinates restricted between Ϫ1 and 3 mm, and z-coordinates restricted between Ϫ1 and 6 mm. Bilateral amygdala ROIs were defined using the Desai atlas (Desikan et al., 2006; Destrieux et al., 2010) provided with the AFNI software package. To minimize signal contributions from outside these ROIs, the response to block onsets were estimated using nonspatially smoothed data and averaged across the voxels within the ROIs. Threat and safe responses were measured for each temporal factor and differences between threat and safe conditions were tested with a paired t test.
Functional connectivity and network definition. We defined three networks using coordinates from previous studies: the salience network, except the amygdala (19 regions; Hermans et al., 2011), the executive control network (16 regions; Seeley et al., 2007) , and the task-negative network (12 regions; Fox et al., 2005) . The bilateral BNST and bilateral amygdala regions were each included to form two additional networks that each had two ROIs. The final set contained 51 regions in five different networks (Table 1) . Every region, except the BNST and amygdala regions, was defined as 6 mm radius spheres. Responses were measured in each region for each temporal factor on every experimental block by averaging nonspatially smoothed data across the voxels in each region.
Network analysis was performed based on adjacency matrices (which we refer to as "connectivity matrices") for safe and threat conditions, at each temporal factor (Fig. 3) . To do so, the estimated response for every block was expressed in terms of three coefficients that determined the magnitude of the contribution ("factor loading") of each of the temporal factors. In this manner, each trial (i.e., block) was represented as a vector of coefficients: (␤ temporal_factor1 , ␤ temporal_factor2 , ␤ temporal_factor3 ). Each connectivity matrix was then defined via the Pearson correlation between pairs of ROIs of the coefficientsacrosstrials.Inthismanner,theconnectivitymatricescanbeviewedas"trial-by-trial"(here, block-by-block) functional connectivity matrices during each temporal factor.
Network measures. Network analysis ingroup studies can be performed by determining connectivity matrices at the participant level, computing network metrics of interest (e.g., efficiency), and performing statistical tests on the metrics. This approach is appropriate when sufficient observations per participant (per condition) are available to compute a "stable," representative connectivity matrix at the individual level. Because the long blocks used here limit the number of trials for each participant, a preferable approach is to average all individual-level connectivity matrices into a single group matrix for each condition.
Then, network metrics can be computed and statistical analyses performed by comparing the observed metrics to what is observed in a "null model" estimated via Monte Carlo methods. Here, correlations were averaged across participants to generate group-level safe and threat con nectivity matrices for each temporal factor. Fisher-transformations were applied before averaging the correlations to reduce bias induced by the bounds on correlations at Ϫ1 and 1 (Silver and Dunlap, 1987) .
We used two network measures, namely, efficiency and betweenness. We used the "information flow" framework developed by Missiuro et al. (2009) . Compared with standard measures of degree and betweenness, it has the advantage that it considers all possible paths of information transfer between nodes. The approach models a network as a lattice of resistors by transforming edge weights (here defined by functional connectivity) into electrical conductances (i.e., 1/resistance). The communication efficiency between nodes A and B is defined as the net conductance observed when a fixed current source is applied to A and a ground is set to B. The amount of current that passes through a third node C measures the extent to which node C is between A and B. The current-flow measures of efficiency and betweenness were used to calculate the following properties for each of the five networks: (1) withinnetwork efficiency, defined as the average current-flow efficiency between all pairs of nodes within a network, (2) between-network efficiency, defined as a network's average efficiency with each of the other networks, and (3) network-betweenness, defined as the average betweenness for all nodes in a network with respect to communication between other networks.
These three measures were calculated on the group-average connectivity matrices for each of the five networks for the threat and safe conditions during each temporal factor. Currentflow algorithms do not permit negative values in the connectivity matrix, so negative correlations (only 3% of connections) were set to zero as done in previous research (Rubinov and Sporns, 2010; Kinnison et al., 2012) . Statistical inferences about threat versus safe differences were made by using permutation testing (Good, 2005) to estimate the distribution of the expected threat-safe difference under the null hypothesis (Fig. 4) . Specifically, for each of 5000 permutations, randomly assign threat and safe labels for each participant's connectivity matrices; determine new group-average connectivity matrices for threat and safe (per time period); and recalculate network properties. The null distribution of the threat versus safe difference during each temporal factor was used to calculate the percentile of the observed threat versus safe difference to determine how extreme (or not) the observed effect was. For convenience in reporting the results, we converted percentiles into "equivalent" z-values of the standard normal distribution. To correct for multiple comparisons across the five networks, we calculated a maximum-z distribution during the permutation test. Specifically, we determined the distribution of the maximum z-statistic expected across the five networks under the null-hypothesis, thus taking into account all the tests simultaneously. Statistical inferences were made using this maximum-z distribution rather than the null distributions calculated for each individual network to calculate p values corrected for multiple comparisons (Westfall and Young, 1993; Nichols and Holmes, 2002; Maris and Oostenveld, 2007) .
Individual differences
Because network analysis was based on average connectivity matrices, we assessed a potential role of individual differences based on a median split of the data (instead of computing network measures on individuals). Participants were divided into high-(N ϭ 11) and low-anxiety (N ϭ 13) groups using a median split on the STAI state anxiety scores (but because trait anxiety scores were correlated with state anxiety scores, their contributions cannot be dissociated; see Discussion). The average connectivity matrices were calculated for threat and safe conditions in each group, and a threat-by-anxiety interaction was evaluated by calculating the difference of threat versus safe scores across highand low-anxiety groups. Statistical significance again was assessed by determining a null distribution. The null distribution of the interaction score was estimated by randomly assigning participants to the high and low anxiety groups and recalculating the interaction score (5000 times).
Results
SCL
Threat blocks had greater average skin conductance level than safe blocks (t (23) ϭ 5.55, p Ͻ 0.001), indicating that the threat of shock manipulation was successful and produced an increase in arousal. 
Temporal analysis of functional MRI responses
To characterize potentially transient and sustained responses, the functional response was estimated at every gray-matter voxel for 40 s following the onset of an experimental block, and temporal factor analysis was used to describe responses as a combination of temporal factors ( Fig. 2 ; see Materials and Methods). Three temporal factors that combine to account for 89% of the variance in responses across voxels were retained: an "early" transient response that peaked at 5 s after block onset, an "intermediate" response from 7.5 to 17.5 s, and a "late" sustained response between 20 and 40 s. Pooled across threat and safe blocks, during the early temporal factor ( Fig. 5; Table 2 ) signal increased in salience network regions (e.g., thalamus and anterior insula) and visual cortex (e.g., medial occipital lobe), and signals decreased in task-negative regions (e.g., precuneus, inferior parietal lobule, and ventromedial PFC). This was followed by widespread signal decreases during the intermediate (Table 3) and late (Table 4) temporal factors. Subsequent analyses of threat effects on activation and functional connectivity were performed separately within each of these temporal factors to determine how responses unfolded over time.
Effect of threat on responses for each temporal period
The only effect during the early temporal factor was reduced signal in the right dorsolateral PFC during threat (72 voxel cluster with peak t (23) ϭ Ϫ4.41 at x ϭ 23, y ϭ 2, z ϭ 45). A similar signal reduction occurred at the contralateral location (19 voxel cluster with peak t (23) ϭ Ϫ5.14 at x ϭ Ϫ20, y ϭ 5, z ϭ 45), but this did not meet the cluster extent criterion for significance.
Differences became more widespread during the intermediate temporal factor (Fig. 6 ; Table 5 ). Threat increased signal in regions that have previously been linked to "anxious anticipation" (e.g., right anterior insula), striatum, and regions of the executive control network (e.g., supramarginal gyrus, dorsomedial PFC, anterior thalamus, and caudate head). Threat decreased re- sponses within task-negative regions (e.g., bilateral inferior parietal lobule, precuneus, and parahippocampal gyrus). Many of the differences between threat and safe blocks observed during the intermediate temporal factor persisted into the late temporal factor (Table 6 ), such as increased responses with threat in the right caudate and thalamus, and decreased responses with threat in the inferior parietal lobule and precuneus. How- ever, activation differences also appeared in new regions (Fig. 7) ; responses increased with threat in the medial orbitofrontal cortex and decreased with threat in the ventral striatum, including locations consistent with the nucleus accumbens. Figure 8 depicts the regions of interest for the left and right BNST. Given the challenge in imaging such a small structure, we compared the pattern of functional connectivity observed in these regions to those from a recently published paper that investigated the BNST with a large sample (N ϭ 99) (Avery et al., 2014) . The pattern of resting-state functional connectivity obtained by Avery et al. (2014) is very similar to the one observed here using our BNST ROIs (during safe blocks to better approximate the resting state; Fig. 8 ).
Effect of threat on responses in BNST and amygdala
In the BNST (Fig. 9) , responses increased during the intermediate period of threat blocks in the right ( Fig. 9 ; t (23) ϭ 2.61, p ϭ 0.016) and left (t (23) ϭ 3.00, p ϭ 0.006) hemispheres, consistent with findings during extended aversive manipulations (Mobbs et al., 2010; Somerville et al., 2010; Alvarez et al., 2011) . The left BNST exhibited a trend toward sustained signal increase under threat during the late temporal factor (t (23) ϭ 1.85, p ϭ 0.077); effects of threat were not detected for any other temporal factor in either BNST ( ps Ͼ 0.11). Signal in the left amygdala decreased during the late temporal factor (t (23) ϭ Ϫ4.01, p Ͻ 0.001), and a trendlevel decrease was detected in the right amygdala (t (23) ϭ Ϫ1.80, p ϭ 0.085); effects of threat were not detected for any other temporal factor in either amygdala ( p Ͼ 0.14).
Effect of threat on network measures during each temporal factor
We probed network-based properties of functional connectivity focusing on the amygdala, BNST and three well studied large-scale networks, namely, the salience, the executive control, and the tasknegative networks (see Materials and Methods; we excluded the amygdala from the salience network to study its properties separately). To gauge the potential for communication within and between networks, we determined network measures of efficiency and betweenness based on the analysis of information flow (Missiuro et al., 2009) . Increased efficiency within a network reflects increases in functional connectivity involving the edges of that network; increased efficiency between networks reflects increases in the functional connectivity of edges linking the two networks; increased betweenness of a network suggests that the nodes in that network participate more heavily in the functional connections between other networks (i.e., they become more "central"). Figure 10 shows functional connectivity within and between networks for the three temporal periods, and Figure 11 depicts how threat alters network structure. During the first temporal component, threat increased the salience network's withinnetwork efficiency (z ϭ 2.77, p ϭ 0.010) and between-network efficiency (z ϭ 1.95, p ϭ 0.046), consistent with Hermans et al. (2011) finding of increased salience network connectivity while in an "anxious state" (watching a horror movie). Decreased betweenness in the executive network was also detected (z ϭ Ϫ2.33, p ϭ 0.047), suggesting that it becomes relatively less central for the communication between other networks. No other changes to efficiency within (͉z͉ Ͻ 1.12, p Ͼ 0.302) or between networks (͉z͉ Ͻ 1.44, p Ͼ 0.120) was detected; or network betweenness (͉z͉ Ͻ 1.58, p Ͼ 0.247).
The effects of threat on network properties were mostly reversed during the second temporal factor. Threat decreased within-network efficiency for the salience (z ϭ Ϫ2.82, p ϭ 0.007), executive (z ϭ Ϫ1.79, p ϭ 0.096), and task-negative networks (z ϭ Ϫ2.45, p ϭ 0.020); it also decreased the between-network efficiency for all networks (͉z͉ Ͼ 1.93, p Ͻ 0.043). Importantly, threat increased network betweenness of the amygdala network (z ϭ 2.56, p ϭ 0.023); a trend level increase in betweenness of the executive network was also detected (z ϭ 2.23, p ϭ 0.058). During the third temporal factor, no significant effects were detected.
Finally, note that although signal related to the delivery of physical shock was regressed out, it is possible that responses to shock might have contributed to the reported effects. Thus, we re-ran network analyses after excluding trials where the temporal factor of interest overlapped with physical shock delivery. This resulted in a reduced dataset (with 10 -12 threat blocks per participant), but the changes to network efficiency and betweenness were qualitatively preserved in the salience network, executive network, and the amygdala.
Relationship of self-reported anxiety to threat-related changes in network properties
We focused on individual differences in self-reported anxiety and network properties of the BNST and amygdala. We reasoned that if these structures influence the flow of signals during threat, their betweenness scores should be altered. Indeed, during the intermediate temporal window, a threat by anxiety interaction was detected in the BNST (z ϭ 2.45, p ϭ 0.029) but not the amygdala (z ϭ 0.05, p ϭ 0.956). Thus, the extent to which threat increased the betweenness of the BNST was greater for participants with high relative to low self-reported anxiety. No effects were detected in the first or third temporal windows.
Discussion
The present study sought to understand the evolution of functional MRI responses as participants entered into threat ("anxiety" provoking) periods relative to safety. To help discover the structure of the responses without making assumptions of response shape, we used factor analysis. We found that three temporal factors were sufficient to describe brain responses: an initial transient temporal factor, an intermediate temporal factor, and a relatively sustained late temporal factor. Network analysis for each temporal factor revealed changes in brain network organization as participants experienced threat. These findings highlight the need to characterize how network organization unfolds with time.
Effects of threat on responses and functional connectivity during the initial transient response
Transient responses to the onset of both safe-and threat-blocks increased in the salience network and visual regions, but decreased within the task-negative network. These results are consistent with previous findings that a salience network centered on the anterior insula is responsible for allocating attention toward motivationally salient stimuli (Seeley et al., 2007; Menon and Uddin, 2010 ) and a task-negative network that deactivates when task demands require attending to external stimuli (Gusnard et al., 2001; Fox et al., 2005; Buckner et al., 2008) . Surprisingly, we detected minimal activation differences between threat and safe during this initial temporal factor. We suspect that this result may be attributable to the fact that both block onsets were motivational; the onset of threat blocks for obvious reasons and the onset of safe blocks because they provided a safety signal (Christianson et al., 2011). However, differences between threat and safe were apparent in this early time window when using network analysis. Specifically, the onset of a threat block increased efficiency within the salience network and decreased the betweenness of the executive control network. This suggests that threat altered communication within the salience network, as well as the extent to which the executive control network facilitated communication between other networks. Thus, signaling within the salience network may have become more effective, as reflected in the tighter correlation between pairs of regions in this network. In addition, the executive network may have become more segregated from communication between other networks.
Effects of threat on responses and functional connectivity during the intermediate period
Several of the regions that exhibited increased signal under threat during the intermediate temporal window, including the thalamus, caudate, and supramarginal gyrus, participate in the executive network; several of the regions that decreased signal under threat, including the inferior parietal lobule and precuneus, participate in the task-negative network. Previous studies have reported threat-related decreases across task-negative regions and the relationship between executive and task-negative networks is typically antagonistic (Fox et al., 2005) . It is thus reasonable that threat has opposing effects on these two systems. Additional threat-related signal increases during this temporal factor were found in the right anterior insula and dorsomedial PFC. The right anterior insula is suggested to play an important role in "balancing" the activation of executive and task-negative networks (Sridharan et al., 2008) , and the dorsomedial PFC is implicated in the processing of instructed threat and/or appraisal of threat (Mechias et al., 2010) . Together, these two regions likely contribute to determining whether the organism is in a threatening context and may be involved in shifting the balance between large-scale networks to favor activation of the executive network over the task-negative network.
The involvement of the BNST in the processing of extended threat has been extensively discussed by Davis et al. (2010) , who link this structure to situations involving a "long-lasting state of apprehension". Here, we observed responses in a putative BNST site that were sustained during the intermediate period. Some evidence of BNST involvement during the late period was also observed, albeit only at a trend level ( p ϭ 0.077). Although speculative, it is possible that the late period also partly signaled upcoming safety because threat and safe blocks always alternated; thus, "apprehension" may have been partly offset by impending "relief". Of course, other neuroimaging studies have also reported responses in putative BNST sites during threat (Somerville et al., 2010; Alvarez et al., 2011; Grupe et al., 2013 ).
In terms of network level changes, threat decreased efficiency in the salience network during this temporal factor, opposite to the effect detected during the initial period. Thus, transient increases in connectivity in the salience network are not sustained for the duration of the anxious state, highlighting the need to characterize how network organization unfolds with time. This finding is relevant in the context of the important report by Hermans et al. (2011) , who described greater salience network connectivity during periods of anxiety associated with watching an aversive movie. Given the present results, we speculate that their findings may have depended on recurring transient processes, such as responses to emotionally salient objects in the movie (Lang et al., 1998) , or anxiety-induced alterations of early perceptual processes (Shackman et al., 2011) .
Network-level effects of threat were detected involving both the amygdala and BNST. During the intermediate period amygdala betweenness increased, leading to the working hy- pothesis that the amygdala may be involved during prolonged aversive states by influencing the communication between brain networks more so than by generating enhanced responses. Naturally, more direct measurements and/or manipulations, such as those possible with optogenetic techniques, are needed to test this possibility. Although a main effect of threat on BNST betweenness was not detected during the intermediate period, the effect of threat on BNST betweenness was modulated by anxiety scores; greater increases in betweenness were observed for participants with high-anxiety relative to low-anxiety. Others have reported that individual differences in self-reported anxiety are related to BNST function (Somerville et al., 2010) . Last, although the high and low anxiety groups were defined using self-reported state anxiety, the present data cannot dissociate this effect from trait anxiety. A trait-anxiety questionnaire administered ϳ1 week before the experiment revealed that the majority of high state-anxiety participants (i.e., 9 of 11) also reported high trait-anxiety.
Effects of threat on responses and functional connectivity during the late sustained period Several of the threat effects on executive control and tasknegative regions from the intermediate temporal factor were preserved for the late, sustained temporal factor. However, the extended duration of the anticipation period used uncovered several effects that only appeared during the late period, such as threat increasing signals in the medial orbitofrontal cortex and decreasing signals in a location consistent with the nucleus accumbens. Dopaminergic midbrain projections are particularly engaged during situations of uncontrollable threat (Cabib and Puglisi-Allegra, 1994; Maier et al., 2006) , and intriguingly, the effect of threat on medial orbitofrontal cortex and accumbens Figure 11 . Force-layout depiction of the network structure in each condition (safe, threat) for the first and second temporal factors. Nodes are colored according to their network, and edge width corresponds to the magnitude of functional connectivity. Node size depicts the betweenness centrality for that network. For visualization purposes, edges with connectivity less than r ϭ 0.35 were removed, and nodes that were fully disconnected at this threshold are not depicted. Layout was created using ForceAtlas 2 in Gephi 0.8 ␤.
resembles the effect of dopamine release in related structures of mice after they were subjected to extended uncontrollable stress (Cabib and Puglisi-Allegra, 1994) ; specifically, stress increased the amount of dopamine released in frontal cortex and decreased the amount of dopamine released in the accumbens.
The role of amygdala activity in prolonged aversive states is unclear. However, contrary to the notion that the amygdala is involved primarily in phasic fear (Davis et al., 2010; Alvarez et al., 2011) , we observed sustained changes to amygdala connectivity and activation during extended aversive states. Threat altered amygdala connectivity during the second temporal factor (increasing network betweenness) and decreased amygdala activation during the third temporal factor. During extended aversive states, human studies have reported decreased amygdala responses at times (Pruessner et al., 2008; Wager et al., 2009; , and here we observe sustained decreases in the left amygdala and less robustly in the right amygdala. This is consistent with previously reported asymmetries in amygdala function where the left amygdala is more sensitive than the right amygdala to verbally instructed threat and protracted stimuli (McMenamin and Marsolek, 2013) .
Conclusions
Our analyses reveal that anxious states result in transient and sustained changes to evoked responses and functional connectivity within multiple brain networks. Some of our main findings are summarized next. (1) Transitioning into a state of anxious anticipation triggered an initial transient response in regions belonging to the salience network; notably, network-level measures indicated that threat altered "signal communication" within the salience network, and between this network and other networks considered here. (2) The transient response was followed by an intermediate period during which: (a) threat increased signals in regions thought to be involved in prolonged aversive states, including the anterior insula and putative BNST; (b) network efficiency decreased for all networks considered; and (c) the amygdala became more central (i.e., increased network betweenness) during threat; the BNST also became more central for participants with greater anxiety. 3) Finally, responses during the late sustained period exhibited several of the same effects of threat seen during the intermediate period, in particular in regions of the executive and task-negative networks. In all, our study unraveled a progression of responses and network-level changes due to sustained threat. In particular, our results reveal how network organization unfolds with time during periods of anxious anticipation.
